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Abstract 

It is formd that the convergence of a structt.lre funetioi'l 
reconstruction from the QCD moments is dt~stroyed prov.iclt:H:l the 

latter are calculated with the help o:~ the ucual ncxt-to-lt:~rL(lin(· 

order anomalous dimensions ·r (N). 'l1he ot:·nvergenoe is recovered whtm 

((N) at even/odd N, responsible for the Q
2 evolution of erossin,s: 

even/odd structure functions, are analytically continued to 
odd/even N. Simple an~lytical formulae for the corresponding 
corrections to ((N) in the singlet sector are obtained.based on 
the known nonsinglet result. 
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2 RECOVERING THE CONVEI~GENCE 

It is well known that the methods of 'approximate• reconstruction of a structure function 

[ 1 - 3] provide a simple and a fast solution of the complicate' l system of the QCD integra-differential 

evolution equations with any required accuracy. These methods arc based on a structure function ex-

pansion in a series of orthogonal polynomials. Especially sim~ lc :solutions arc obtained in terms of the 

usual moments 

f(N) = J~ xN- 2f(x)dx. (1) 

Thus, e.g., QCD predicts the N-th moment of a nonsinglet s1ructure function p~S(x,Q2) in the form 

(see, e.g., reviews [ 4,5]): 

p~S(N,Qz) = c~S(N,Qz)·ANS(N,Qoz)•[a(Qz)/a(Qoz:TyNS(o)(N)/2/lo~ 

•{ 1 + l/41r[a(Qz)- a(QoZ)]·[yNS(t)(N) -yNS(o)(N)fJd/Jol/2/lo}, (2) 

where ANS(N,Q0
2) (to be determined from experiment) is th< moment of a certain linear combination 

of the parton densities at a reference value Q0
2 of the 4-mo nentum transfer squared, c~S(N,Q2) is 

the Wilson coefficient function (proportional to the moment of the corresponding hard cross section), 

Po •11- 2
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/ 3f (f is the number of active flavous) and 

(3) 

is the nonsinglet anomalous dimension. Both 'it(N,Q2) and y(N,Q2) arc known up to the 

next-to-leading order in the QCD coupling constant a. In particular, the quantities y(1)(N) have been 

calculated in [ 6] for nonsinglet and also for singlet sector and represented in a simple analytical form in 

[7]. The coefficients of the series of orthogonal polynomials used in refs. [ 1,2) arc just certain linear 

combinations of the QCD moments given in eq. (2). It is )cr,own [2,8- 10] that a fast convergence of 

the reconstruction series can be achieved in the case of Jacc,bi polynomial expansion with an appro· 

priate weight function. We have found, however, that the ccnvergence is destroyed at 1.arge• N (N ::::: 

11 is critical in the case of Jacobi polynomials) if, as usual, the QCD moments were calculated with 

the help of the next-to-leading order anomalous dimensions c •f refs. [ 6,7]. The convergence is recovered 

proVided that the values of the latter at odd or even N are corrected based on the requirement of an 

analytic behaviour (see below). 
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It is well known [11] (see also [5,12]) that the anomalous dimensions, obtained with the operator 

product expansion formalism, in the next-to-le.ading order pn:dict only even/odd moments of crossing 

even/odd structure functions. To find out the evolution of th·: moments at any N, an analytic contin

uation of y(1)(N) should be performed for even and odd N s:parately. Thus the quantity y(l)(N) can 

be written as [ 11] 

(4) 

where yJ1>(N) and yJ1>(N) can be analytically continued, e.g., to the imaginary N values. Their Mellin 

transforms correspond, in the nonsinglet case, to the splittir.g functions [12,13] P (x) and P ;;{x) qq qq . 

The Q2 evolution of crossing even/odd structure functions is governed by the anomalous dimensions 

[11,12) 

(5) 

(yJ0)(N) • 0). In particular, the evolution of a nonsingle1 or singlet structure function F2(x,QZ) 

measured in deep inelastic charged lepton-nucleon scattering is described by the anomalous dimensions 

y(N), N even, 
'Y +(N) • { 

y(N) + 2y p(N), N odd. 
(6) 

Similarly, y ~S(N) (relevant, e.g., for F~P- F{P) equals yNS,,N) and yNS(N)- 2y~S(N) for odd and 

even N, respectively. Since yJ1>(N) is quite small and vanishes very fast with increasing N (y~S(l) .... 

l/N6
) [11], it is often neglected in the literature, including all the papers dealing with the structure 

function reconstruction from the QCD moments, except for rd. [9). However, as stated above, such a 

neglect has a fatal consequence for the convergence of the r!construction series. 'Ibc reason is very 

simple - the contributions of the moments are weighted by factorially large coefficients. This, together 

with a lot of cancellations, make the final result sensitive to slil :}lt changes in the moments. 

The simple analytical expression for P qq<1>(N) = - 1 / 1yJ1)NS(N) obtained in ref. [12], rather 

than the •numerical' result of ref. [ 11], can be used to solve th·: problem in the nonsinglet case. Similar 

expressions for yJ1)(N) can be found also in the singlet secto:~. Thus, using eqs. (5.32) • (5.39) of ref. 

r,· 



4 RECOVERING THE CONVERGENCE 

[12] and noting that the contributions to -rJ1>(N) arise not onlr from the terms in y( 1)(N) containing 

the factor ( -1)N explicitely, but also from the ones including dternating series S '(I I 2 N) and S(N), it n . 

may be seen that the combination 

in y(1)(N) leads to 

rJ1>(N) = aN + bN·(- 1)N·B(N) + cN·( -l)N·C{N), 

B(N) = s;e/2N)- 2S2(N) + r(2), C(N) = s;{1 / 2N)- 8S(Ni-4S3{N)- 2r(3),. (7) 

where f(z) is the Riemann zeta function, r(2) = .,z /6, r(3) == 1.::0205 69031 59594. The resulting ex-

pressions for y J 1
) are given below: 

y~F( 1)(N).=y~S( 1 )(N)== - 16(Cp2 
- 1 / 2CFCA){(2N2 + 2N + 1 1/N1

3 + (- l)N[(2S 1(N)- 1/N1)B(N) + 1 / 2 C{N)]}. 

y~A(1 )(N)==- SCAT R[(3N4 + 1SN3 + 29N2 +SON +44)N2/N; 1-( -l)NB(N)2(N2 + N + 2)/N2], 

y~F(1){N) == - 8CFCA[(N3 +-N2 + 4N + 2)/N1
3

- ( -1)NB(N)( 'Jl + N + 2)/N3], (8) 

where N1 == N·(N + 1), N2 = Nl'(N + 2), N3 = Nl'(N -1). We do not present here an obvious formula 

for the 'correction• to the gluon-gluon anomalous dimension of refs. [6,7] as the latter slightly differs 

from the generally accepted result of refs. [14,15] in the term proportional to C A 2 • This result has been 

deduced from a plausible supersyrrunctric relation between the fc·ut clements of the singlet anomalous 

dimension matrix [15] and agrees with the gluon-gluon splitting function calculated in ref. [13]. Since 

the explicit terms - (- l)N in the singlet anomalous dimensions y~(N) of ref. [ 14] have been absorbed 

with 1J = ( -l)N == 1 (without loss of generality), eq. (6) should be modified by the replacements y - .Y 

and 'Yp - Yp• where ip iJ:lcludes only the terms arising from the a.ternating series: 

(9) 
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l1HtPOPMAI..IJ10HHAH KAPTA 

Hne:BoccTaHOBneHHe cxo~ocTH peKOHCTpYK~ CTPYKTYPHOH ~YHKURH H3 ~ 
MOMeHTOB B CJieA.YDU6M llvp:HARe TeOpmi 

y6nHK8UHH' 
· no ',::) ~nn(')m4=)t.tTII A 01iH1Tii TeMaTH'I.KaTeropng: 

KmoqeBhie cnoBa 
yKaaaT. 

LlECKPHflTOPbl 
TeMaTH'I. 

CBSI3H py6pHKH 

U'l:u:l J.Trrn 1:u:l s:r YnnMn iiiTTJrl(' 1:1 
- .. 

I"'T'TlV"K'f'V lJ.l~R' rnVHKtms:r 

11 ·- • ·-·rThl 

-··-·t~TTIV KIIIIDi lJV -

:wHpeHHe H83B8HHSI: 

lTY COCTaBHn: aaTa: IO.II.I98~ 



PEct>EPAT 

06HapyxeHO Hapymeime CXO,IU'IMOCTH peKOHCTPYKI.:.Um CTpyKTypHOH 
ciJYHit.UID:I HS ~ MOMeHTOB B CJIY1lae, Kor,na nocJie,IUllie BwmCJIIDOTCJI 

B CJie.rr;yiOllleM IIOp.a.IUte TeOpHH C IIOMOIUDIO o6wmwc aHOMaJI])H1IX pasMepHOCTei1 
ff (N}. GXO,IUiMOCT:b BOCCTa.HaB.J.WBH.eTCSI, eCJm f(f/) Ilp.H lieTHWC/He'tleTHHX N, 
OTBeTCTBeHHHe sa a~sBOJIIOUHID :!pOCC.HHr 'tleTHHX/HelieTHHX CTPYKTYPHHX 

wYHKIUtii, aHaJIHT.H'tlecu IIpO.UOJ.tiWT:& K He'tleTH1Ilvi/'tleTllliM 1'1. Ha ocHOBaHHH 
HSBeCTHOrO HeCMHrJleTHOrO pesy.[bTaTa IIO~'tleHH IIpOCTHe aHaJIHTH'tleCK.He 

WOPMYJIH ~ COOTBeTCTBYromKX Il)IlpaBOK Kf(N) B C.HHrJieTHOM CeKTOpe. 

pelf>epaT COCT8BHn: P .Jle,UH.Ill.tKH 
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